
FR/PR Committee Minutes - September 27, 2019 – Submitted by Christy Hewitt 
 
Present: Mitch Maier, LeAnn Doose, Megan Cure, Dana Jelinek, Courtney Berg, Kristin Justin, 
Kathy Woitaszewski, Ryan Heavican, Christy Hewitt 
Absent: Bruce Eberle, Brook Sautter 
 
Evaluation on the Mr. Habitat - 
Dana had sent out an evaluation survey form earlier this week. 
Deserts were not as great this year as in previous years, some that were offered were not really great. 
The raffle income was up - partially because LeAnn was out in the audience selling tickets and the prizes 
were very nice. Comments on QTego were mixed. Some participants made very positive and other folks 
were not so happy. It seemed that most of the people having trouble were of retirement age. The 
amount of time it took to register and actually get into the room was the biggest problem. 
Harvest of Harmony Float: 
We are #101 of over 200 entries. Anyone who wants to participate needs to be there by 8:00 at the 
corner of 6th and Cedar. Ryan and Mitch will probably put the float together the Thursday before at the 
Laub farm. Bruce is driving. 
Cookie Walk - 
Post cards have been sent to get bakers. Raffle tickets will sell for the same price we sold them for at the 
Mr. Habitat dinner. 2/5 or 5/10. Mike Leggot has been asked if E-Free church is willing to make the 
peanut butter balls again. Kathy will provide the chocolate. December 8th is the day after the Holiday 
Tour of Home’s and we are a recipient of funds collected. We will put up a thank you note for the gift. 
Build a Dream 
Jimmy sent Dana the information from Riverside to confirm that we are on for Friday, Feb. 7th. Guest 
count estimate is at 300 - there will 8 at a table so we need to talk about pricing. At Fonner Park $500 
was sponsor table, $250 for a regular table, and single seats were $45. We would have enough room for 
39 tables which would be 312 people. We talked about the fact that we need something that makes 
people really want to come to our event. Brand logo plastered everywhere, silent auction sponsor extra 
drink tickets, are some of the things that Mitch thought would appeal to sponsors for the tables. We 
need to talk to Galen about talking less. We discussed time schedules if we decided to have a 
band/dance at the end. It will go faster with QTego - so the band could start around 8:30. We have 
secured a sponsorship for the $1,000 to go along with the stay at at the resort from Bosselman Energy. 
It was evident that we need to have another meeting to discuss this event in detail. Members were 
encouraged to keep thinking of ideas and bring people who might meet with us on Monday, October 7th 
at 7:00. 
 


